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For immediate release: 
 
Aftermarket off-road veteran and former Warn Industries Product Manager Joins Superwinch 
 
Superwinch, a leader in building world-class winches for industrial and consumer applications, announced today 
that industry veteran Scott Salmon will join Superwinch as Vice President, Marketing & Service. 
 
Scott brings over 25 years of experience in marketing, product development, product line management and 
customer service. Scott spent 16 of those years with Warn Industries where Scott was at the forefront of 
marketing and product development efforts for automotive aftermarket and industrial products. Scott has 
extensive experience in the consumer and industrial winch markets and is an off roader and motor sports 
enthusiast. 
 
“I’m excited to bring Scott’s broad industry and product knowledge to Superwinch to help accelerate the global 
growth of our strong brand and market leading products,” said Superwinch CEO David Burns. 
 
In his role at Superwinch, Salmon will command both the Superwinch marketing and customer service efforts as 
well as support an energized new product development pipeline for consumer and industrial products. “Scott 
brings energy, enthusiasm and has a proven track record in successfully leading teams and driving product and 
marketing programs. Scott’s decision to join Superwinch is another validation of Superwinch’s brand power, 
inspiring new product pipeline and the growing success the company is experiencing,” added Burns. 
 
“I’ve respected Superwinch as a competitor and admired the bold new products the company showed at SEMA.  
This is an exciting time at Superwinch and I am thrilled to be part of the team and back in an industry that I’m 
passionate about,” said Salmon.   
 
About Superwinch 
Superwinch’s 45 years of experience is unmatched in engineering, designing, building and testing winches for 
recreation, recovery, industrial, utility and military pursuits. Superwinch's global manufacturing facilities have 
grown to manufacture a broad range of winches; from electric to hydraulic, worm gear to planetary gear, and 
lead the marketing in advanced winching control.   
 
Superwinch 1,000 to 50,000 pound capacity winches can be found in diverse industries and applications across 
the globe sharing Superwinch's trademark first class design, quality, value and solid construction for safe, 
simple and reliable operation. Learn more at www.superwinch.com. 
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